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Cities

have rolled out 
the citizen 

surveys



Capture voices of the 
citizens through surveys



- A surveyor can interview ~5 
respondents per hour, resulting in 
~30 respondents per day. 

- 10 surveyors can collect 3000 
samples in 10 days

- Pay each surveyor  ~₹500 per day

How many surveyors does a city need?

With 10 surveyors, the survey 
can be completed in 10 days!

Survey should cost less than 
~₹1 Lakh



Setting up the process

1

Identify 2 survey 
supervisors to monitor the 

survey process

Supervisors allocate daily 
targets to the surveyors and 

scrutinize the survey data

32

Onboard surveyors/volunteers 
and train them to effectively 

conduct surveys

Cities can seek support from 
academic institutes and NGOs



Steps for a supervisor to assign daily targets

Assign a unique code to 
each surveyor e.g. 101, 

201, 202 etc

1

Ensure that surveyors follow COVID safety measures

Assign survey locations 
and targets to the 

surveyors

3

Share the survey link 
with surveyors

2



Capturing voices from all income groups

Collect at least 1000 samples from each of the 3 income categories—  
half women and half men, and of different ages

FEMALE MALE

Low Income group
(Upto 1BHK)

Middle Income group
(1 to 2 BHK)

High Income group
(More than 2 BHK)



Identifying different types of income groups 

Image source: trendhunter.com

Low income households

Image source: wikipedia.org



Identifying different types of income groups 

Image source: makaan.com Image source: economictimes

Middle income households



Identifying different types of income groups 

High income households

Image source: housing.com Image source: housing.com



Allocating targets to surveyors

Each day, allocate a target to each 
surveyor 

● Areas of the city to be covered 
● Number of samples to be 

collected 

For example, if fewer samples were 
collected from low-income 
neighbourhoods on day 1, deploy 
more surveyors to low-income 
neighbourhoods the next day. 

Before allocating the target for  
the next day, check the data and 
ensure overall target is met 

Low-income households Middle-income households High-income households



Submit the form after 
completing the survey

4

Enter Surveyor Code and 
continue the survey

3

Select “In-person interview 
by a surveyor" in the first 

question

2

Surveyor will read out the 
survey description to the 

citizens

Steps for surveyors to collect samples

1



3

Delete the bogus responses 
from the sheet and find a 

replacement for the surveyor

2

Use our guide to detect 
bogus responses 

Supervisor will export 
responses as a spreadsheet

Supervisor checks data quality

1

https://smartnet.niua.org/transport4all/guidance-document-to-detect-bogus-responses/
https://smartnet.niua.org/transport4all/guidance-document-to-detect-bogus-responses/


6

Compares it to the overall 
target, and sets fresh target 

each day to achieve the 
overall target

Supervisor inputs the 
cleaned data

Supervisor checks target status

4 5

Checks the 
auto-generated charts



Spread the word about the citizen survey

Through FM radio and 
print media 

Image source: 
IPSnews.net

Reach out to Resident 
Welfare Associations

Image source: 
ITDP India Programme

Share online via social 
media 



Please note

1. Take all precautions to protect the surveyors from COVID-19

2. DO NOT conduct surveys on paper. Instruct surveyors to use mobile/tablets 
with internet for conducting the in-person surveys

3. Capture photos/videos of the surveys on-ground to share with MoHUA and 
other cities on the Whatsapp group

4. Share the survey form with Transport4All team by adding 
‘contact@transport4all.in’ as a collaborator in the form

mailto:contact@transport4all.in


IPT Operator Survey 
& Consultation

1

*Detailed guidance on conducting IPT and bus operator surveys will be 
provided next week

Upcoming Tasks:

Bus Operator Survey 
& Consultation

2



Man

XXXXX

See how other 
cities are 
conducting 
in-person 
surveys!

Many cities have started 
rolling out in-person surveys.

Guntur and Ajmer are taking 
the support of more than 20 
volunteers, while Silvassa is 
conducting it through interns 
and NGOs



www.transport4all.in

contact@transport4all.in for any queries


